Matching for Maximum Power Transfer

an overview
Maximum Power Transfer at $R_i = R_L$
Conjugate match

- A complex impedance source \( Z_i = R_i + jx_i \) transfers maximum power if the load is its complex conjugate \( Z_A = Z_i^* = R_i - jx_i \)
Matching a transmission line

• If power travels along a transmission line (e.g. coaxial cable) with a characteristic impedance $Z_0$ and is unmatched to the load, where does the excess power go?
Matching a Transmission Line

• The power is reflected
  – With a continuous source signal (wave) (CW) this creates a standing wave

• Usually we want to match a load to the transmission line
  – Performed using a lossless impedance changing matching circuit
Matching Circuits

• Simple L, Pi and T-section circuits are usually used
• No resistances, so no loss (with ideal components)
• Aren’t these filter circuits?
• Yes. Matching circuits have a band of operation
The Smith Chart

- Excellent tool for visualising complex impedances and calculating and describing matching methods
- Four diagrams overlaid
  - Reflection circles (phase change)
  - Admittance
  - Reactance
  - Resistance
- Extensively used in RF engineering
- Duplicated in RF analyser displays
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